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Abstract. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology enables
readers to scan remote RFID tags, and label the objects and people to
which they are attached. Current cryptographic authentication protocols
deployed in heterogeneous environments are often not compatible, or re-
veal too much information to the RFID readers. To tackle this problem,
we introduce the concept of RFID groups and propose a hierarchical
RFID authentication protocol. By using this protocol, an RFID tag can
tune its identification process to the type of reader it is communicating
with. Only a subset of readers can learn the identity of a particular tag,
while others can only acquire information on the group to which the
tag belongs. Our protocol offers impersonation resistance and is narrow-
strong privacy-preserving. Furthermore, we extend the concept to mul-
tiple level of subgroups, and demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed
protocols for RFID tags.

Keywords: RFID, Authentication, ECC, Hierarchical Groups,
Privacy

1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification is a technology designed to automatically identify
objects and people. RFID systems are rapidly expanding their applications to
many areas: inventory systems, supply chains, access control, vehicle tracking,
toll payments, e-ticketing, pharmaceutics, etc. However, due to the wide spread of
tags, there are potentially various security and privacy risks. Nowadays, the vast
majority of the tags being used only provide an identity number (or Electronic
Product Code), and neither authentication nor any kind of privacy is achieved.
To tackle the identified threats, there is a clear demand for secure and privacy-
preserving RFID protocols.

A large part of the RFID security research is currently focused on RFID
identification protocols. The protocols differ in the cryptographic building blocks



they use, their efficiency, message flows, and security and privacy properties they
offer. But all of them are carried out between a tag and a reader, in which the
latter learns the identity of the tag at the end of a successful protocol run.

In many real life situations a tag will not reside in one place, but will be
located in different environments during its lifetime. For example, an RFID
tag attached to an object will move from the manufacturer to the costumer.
Throughout the supply chain, the tag will travel across several companies, and
communicate to readers which are not operated by the same organization. At the
various stages during the lifetime of a tag, there will be different requirements
regarding the identification of the product to which the tag is attached. While
it is important for the manufacturer to identify the tag (i.e., to learn its exact
identity), it could be sufficient for intermediate parties or the customer to only
know the manufacturer of the product, or the type of product. This translates to
a need for a more granular approach, in which the tag only reveals the necessary
information to which that specific reader is entitled.

1.1 RFID Groups

To realize this notion, we introduce the concept of an “RFID group”. Each tag
belongs to one of these groups, and can be identified both by its unique identity
and by the group to which it belongs. During the authentication process, the
level of detail of the information revealed by the tag (i.e., its identity or its RFID
group) is determined by the reader to which it is communicating. Some readers
are authorized to learn the tag’s identity, while other readers can only obtain
the tag’s RFID group (or no information at all). One might notice that this
concept is quite similar to the notion of anonymous credentials [3, 7, 8]. There is
one important difference. When using credential systems, the prover constructs
a message (i.e., the credential) depending on the properties it wants to prove.
In our setting, the information that is revealed depends on the reader that is
participating in the protocol, and is not chosen by the tag.

Introducing the concept of RFID groups significantly improves scalability
and compatibility of large RFID systems. Without using groups, all readers
need a list of all tags’ keys to successfully carry out an authentication protocol.
Without these keys, a reader cannot verify the authenticity of a tag. However,
distributing these keys among all readers is quite cumbersome and potentially
even undesirable, since the readers can be controlled by different parties. By
using the notion of RFID groups, readers are destined to belong to an authenti-
cation group. Depending on the group they belong to, they will obtain a set of
verification keys. Readers belonging to other groups do not have to know these
keys.

We demonstrate the use of RFID groups with two practical examples. The
first example is related to the supply chain we mentioned above. Suppose that
in the near future many consumer goods will come with an RFID as a bar-code
replacement. By employing no security or conventional authentication mecha-
nisms, the tag will reveal its unique identity to the reader. The privacy problems
resulting from employing no security has been extensively criticized (see [14] for



an overview). Privacy-preserving authentication methods such as [6, 20] protect
the privacy of the user from eavesdroppers, but still reveal the unique identifier
to an authorized reader. Using the concept of RFID groups presented in this
paper, we can create tags that are capable of proving group membership to any
reader with the correct group verification key. In this way we could, for example,
manufacture tags for medicine packages that contain a unique identifier (that
uniquely identifies this particular package and all its details), but also an iden-
tifier of a group that only specifies the type of drug and a third identifier that
specifies the fact that this is an FDA approved drug. RFID readers in the supply
chain will have access to the unique ID and thus access to all the details, the
same holds for hospitals, emergency response units and any other entity that
need this detailed information. Everybody else will be able to obtain a reader
that only has access to the group that specifies that this drug has been FDA
approved. This enables people to perform an independent check of the drug’s
validity, but does not allow them to obtain any other information; thus prevent-
ing malicious individuals from obtaining details of medicines carried around by
other people.

A second example is access control. Assume a large corporate building is
protected with an access control system based on RFID. Further suppose that
each employee is part of one “access group” that allows them access to a set
of hallways or rooms within the building. Using RFID groups, their RFID card
could contain the identities of the group they belong to and their unique employee
number. Instead of always providing this unique employee number to any reader
in the building (as is the case now), readers will only obtain information on the
access group of the user. Once inside the building, the user can use the same
RFID tag to log in to his terminal using the unique employee number of the
card. This allows fine grained access control (using multiple groups), but still
protects the privacy of the employee (as readers will only obtain the access group
and not the unique ID of the employee).

1.2 Contributions and Outline

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical, secure, privacy-preserving RFID authen-
tication protocol, which incorporates the concept of RFID groups. Depending
on the keys used during the verification process, the reader will learn the nec-
essary information to which it is entitled to. This can be the identity of the
tag or the group to which the the tag belongs. We prove that the protocol is
narrow-strong privacy-preserving and is resistant to impersonation attacks. It
is exclusively based on ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) [19, 23] and can be
easily extended to the case with n levels in the group hierarchy. Moreover, we
present the performance results of our protocol on an ECC coprocessor, to show
that the protocols are feasible for RFID tags.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, RFID authen-
tication protocols are reviewed. In Sect. 3 we describe the setting of hierarchical
RFID groups. Next, we present our basic hierarchical RFID authentication pro-
tocol in Sect. 4, and show that it can be easily extended to the setting where



there are multiple levels of RFID subgroups. The security and privacy properties
of the protocol are discussed in Sect. 5. The performance results of our protocol
are outlined in Sect. 6. We conclude our work in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

To solve the security and privacy issues posed by RFID technology, various
RFID authentication protocols have been proposed in the literature. So far, most
schemes rely exclusively on symmetric-key cryptography. One of the first was the
work of Feldhofer et al. [12] that proposed a challenge-response protocol based on
the AES block-cipher. The implementation consumes a chip area of 3,595 gates
and has a current consumption of 8.15 µA at a frequency of 100 kHz . Juels and
Weis proposed the HB+ protocol [18], which was designed as an efficient solution,
as it even can be implemented on tags of 5-10 cents, and offers protection against
active adversaries. Later other variants of HB followed. However, it is shown that
these are vulnerable to various security flaws. For example, Gilbert et al. [15]
presented a man-in-the-middle attack that uses failed authentications to extract
the HB+ key. As a fix, a new protocol called HB++ from Bringer et al. [5] was
proposed. HB++ is claimed to be secure against man-in-the-middle attacks but
it requires additional secret key material and a universal hash function to detect
the attacks. In the follow-up work Bringer and Chabanne [4] proposed a new
HB+ variant (so-called Trusted-HB) using special linear feedback shift regis-
ter (LFSR) constructions. However Frumkin and Shamir [13] discovered several
weaknesses of Trusted-HB. Various other symmetric-key based authentication
protocols have been proposed for RFID, each having specific security and pri-
vacy properties. However, since these protocols are not the main focus of the
paper, we will not discuss them further.

The main reason why most work focused on symmetric-key solutions lies in
the common perception of public-key cryptography being too slow, complex and
power-hungry for RFID. However, recent publications on compact and efficient
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) implementations challenge this assumption
[16, 20, 22]. Using public-key protocols solves the scalability issues that often bur-
den symmetric-key based solutions and can offer strong privacy protection [26].
One of the first ECC based authentication protocols is the EC-RAC (Ellip-
tic Curve Based Randomized Access Control) protocol that has been proposed
to address tracking attacks. However, in [6, 9–11], it is shown that EC-RAC is
vulnerable to various man-in-the-middle and replay attacks. As a result, the
EC-RAC protocol has been gradually revised in [20, 21] to tackle the known
attacks and offer narrow-strong privacy. Furthermore, Bringer, Chabanne and
Icart proposed the randomized Schnorr protocol [6] (an extension of the ba-
sic Schnorr protocol [25]) as an efficient alternative that is also narrow-strong
privacy-preserving. The hierarchical RFID authentication protocol we propose
in this paper is inspired by this protocol.



3 Setting

3.1 Notation

Let us first introduce the notation used in this work. We denote P as the base
point on an Elliptic Curve. As will be discussed later, a reader has multiple
key pairs. We denote these reader’s private and public-key pairs as yi and Yi(=
yiP ), where yiP denotes the point derived by the point multiplication operation
on the Elliptic Curve group. Also an RFID tag will have multiple key pairs,
corresponding to its identity and the (sub)groups where it belongs to. These
private and public-key pairs are respectively denoted by xi and Xi.

3.2 Group Structure

In our setting there are two types of entities involved: tags and readers. Each
tag has a unique identity and communicates to a (potentially untrusted) reader
during the execution of the hierarchical authentication protocol. A reader that
is part of the RFID system is denoted as an authorized reader, all other readers
are unauthorized readers. Only authorized readers are allowed to learn (some)
information from a tag.

RFID System

Group α Group β

Group U Group V

Reader 1

Reader 2

Tag A

Tag B

Tag C

Reader 3 Tag D

Tag E

. . . . . . . . .

Fig. 1: Example RFID system divided into groups α and β, in which group α is subdi-
vided into subgroups U and V .

The complete set of readers and tags within the system is divided into a
hierarchical group structure consisting of groups and subgroups. The top level
in the tree is the RFID system itself. The leaves of the tree are individual tags
and readers. Fig. 1 shows an example with two main groups α and β, in which
group α is further subdivided into subgroups U and V .3 Both readers and tags
are assigned to one subgroup at the lowest level (group U or V ) in our example.

3 For clarity we have limited this example to 2 layers of groups, but our scheme allows
an arbitrary level of subgroups.



Entities which are part of a subgroup, automatically obtain membership of the
parent group. This inheritance of group membership continues until the root of
the group tree has been reached. For example, Reader 3 has been assigned to
the lowest level subgroup V and therefore automatically obtained membership
of the parent group α. Because he is now part of group α he also becomes part
of the top level group, i.e., the RFID system itself.

Once these groups have been set up, tags and reader can start using the
protocol described in Sect. 4 to allow readers to verify group membership of
tags. The level of detail of group membership a reader can verify depends on the
group membership of both the tag and the reader:

1. The reader and the tag belong to the same lowest level group in the tree. In
this scenario, the reader will be able to verify all group memberships of the
tag, including the identity of the tag itself. For example, Reader 3 in Fig. 1
can verify that Tag D is part of the RFID system, part of group α, part of
subgroup V and has identity D.

2. The reader and the tag do not belong to the same lowest level group, but do
share a higher level group. In this scenario, the reader will be able to check
group membership of the tag up to the level of group they share – plus one,
starting from the top. For example, Reader 3 in Fig. 1 can verify that Tag A
is part of the RFID system, part of group α, and part of subgroup U . But
because they are not part of the same subgroup at the lowest level, Reader
3 is not able to obtain/verify the identity of Tag A.

3. The reader and the tag are not part of the same RFID system (i.e., reader
and tag do not share any group). In this scenario, the reader is not authorized
and is not able to obtain any information on the tag.

Key setup. We will now introduce the key setup that is used in our protocol
(described in Sect. 4). To illustrate the notation discussed above, let us revisit
the example. Figure 2 shows the group structure and the private keys associated
to the groups and subgroups. First, consider the readers in the system. Every
reader obtains the private key yi,G of the group G of which it is a member at
level i. This key is required to check the group membership of tags of subgroups
at level i. For example, Reader 3 obtains key y1,V and can use this to obtain the
identities of tags D and E. He also obtains key y2,α that can be used to verify
membership of either group U or V . Finally, he obtains private key y3 that can
be used to verify membership of either group α or β.

In order to prove membership, tags require a set of private keys. Again, a tag
obtains a single private key xj,G at each level j for the group G of which this
tag is a member. For example, tag A has knowledge of the private keys x1,A (to
prove its identity), x2,U (to prove membership of group U), and x3,α (to prove
membership of group α). Table 1 give a complete overview of the private keys
stored by the different entities in the example RFID system.
Protocol use. Before explaining the details of the protocol, we will demonstrate
how the protocol is used to obtain the group membership of a particular tag.
Take for example the case in which Reader 3 interrogates tag E in Fig. 2. First,
the tag will generate a proof that it is part of group α using the private key



x3,α. Because the reader has key y3, it is able to verify this claim. Next, the tag
constructs a proof of membership of group V using the private key x2,V . The
reader can verify this using the private key y2,α. Finally, the tag will prove its
identity using the private key x1,E . The reader opens this proof using the private
key y1,V . This tree traversal is indicated with the dotted arrow in Fig. 2.

y3

x3,α

α

y2,α

x3,β

β

y2,β

x2,U

U

y1,U

x2,V

V

y1,V

x1,A

TA
x1,B

TB
x1,C

TC
x1,D

TD
x1,E

TE

. . .

Fig. 2: Example RFID group structure
showing groups (α, β, U, V ), private keys
required to check group membership (yi,G)
and private keys to prove group member-
ship (xj,G).

Entity Group Private keys

Tag A U x1,A x2,U x3,α

Tag B U x1,B x2,U x3,α

Tag C U x1,C x2,U x3,α

Tag D V x1,D x2,V x3,α

Tag E V x1,E x2,V x3,α

Reader 1 U y1,U y2,α y3

Reader 2 U y1,U y2,α y3

Reader 3 V y1,V y2,α y3

Table 1: Private keys stored in tags
and readers

To simplify the notation, we will denote the identity of the tag, or the group
where it belongs to, by its private key. In the example above, the identity of tag A

will be denoted by x1,A, and the identity of group U by x2,U . Note that, although
the name suggests that it can be publicly known, the identity of a group or a tag
should be kept secret (as these are equal to the corresponding private keys). To
check the identity of a group or a tag, the corresponding public key is computed
by the reader. For further simplification of the notation, we will assume that
both the reader and the tag are part of the same lowest level subgroup and
thus that the tree traversal will go from the top until the bottom of the tree.
This means that for every private key xj,G of the tag, the reader will have the
corresponding verification key yi,G. This means that we can omit the second
subscript G in the notation of these keys.

4 Hierarchical Authentication Protocol

4.1 Security and Privacy Requirements

The goal of this paper is to propose a hierarchical RFID authentication protocol,
in which a tag can prove to a reader to which group it belongs and/or its identity.
The protocol should offer impersonation resistance. It should be impossible for
a tag to spoof the identity of another tag, or spoof the membership to another
group than the one to which it belongs (i.e. membership to a group for which it



does not possess the correct private keys). Note that it is impossible to prevent
an attacker from (falsely) proving membership to a particular group of which he
has obtained the corresponding private key (e.g., stolen from a tag that belongs
to that group).

Besides impersonation resistance, our protocol should also offer untraceabil-
ity, in which the (in)equality of two tags must be impossible to determine. Only
a trusted reader should be able to check the identity and groups of the tags. To
evaluate the privacy of RFID systems, several theoretical models have been pro-
posed in the literature [1, 17, 24, 26]. We particularly focus on two characteristics
of attackers from the theoretical framework of Vaudenay [26]: wide (or narrow)
attackers and strong (or weak) attackers. If an attacker has access to the result
of the authentication protocol (accept or reject) in the verifier, he is a wide at-
tacker. Otherwise he is a narrow attacker. If an attacker is able to extract a
tag’s secret and reuse it in an authentication protocol instance, he is a strong at-
tacker. Otherwise he is a weak attacker. Vaudenay demonstrated that one needs
to employ public-key cryptography to achieve strong privacy requirements [26].
Because of this observation, our narrow-strong privacy-preserving hierarchical
RFID authentication protocol relies on public-key cryptography. For efficiency
reasons, we will particularly use ECC.

It is important to stress that the notion of narrow-strong privacy only refers
to the identity of a tag. Untraceability regarding the membership of a group can
only be achieved partially. Readers can always check the membership of a tag
to (sub)groups to which they also belong. If the reader does not belong to a
particular (sub)group, then that reader should not be able to check that a tag
belongs to this (sub)group. For example, in the scenario depicted in Fig. 1, a
reader of group β should not be able to verify that tag A belongs to group U.

4.2 Protocol Description

We describe here our basic privacy-preserving hierarchical authentication pro-
tocol, where each tag belongs to one group. There are no subgroups defined,
so each tag has an identity x1 and belongs to a group x2. Such a hierarchical
scheme can be trivially designed as follows:

– In Sect. 2, we discussed several RFID authentication protocol. Out of this
list, choose the appropriate protocol, according to the required privacy and
security requirements.

– Carry out this protocol twice. The first protocol run uses the group’s private
key x2 and the public key Y2 of the reader, and is used to prove the group
where the tag belongs to. The second protocol run uses the tag’s private
key x1 and the public key Y1 of the reader, and is used to prove the tag’s
identity.

Although the approach discussed above works, it is not efficient. Therefore,
we propose a hierarchical authentication protocol in which only one protocol run
will be carried out. After receiving a challenge from the reader, the tag will reply



with a single response. Depending on the key used to check the correctness of the
response, the reader will be able to verify the group where the tag belongs to,
the identity of the tag, or even nothing at all. Figure 3 shows the basic protocol.

y1, y2, x1Y1, x2Y2

Reader

x1, x2, Y1, Y2

Tag

r0, r1 ∈R Z

T0 = r0P

T1 = r1Y1

T2 = (r1 + x1)Y2

T0, T1, T2

c ∈R Z

c

v = r0 + c(r1 + x1 + x2)

v

Check Group Tag
Check Identity Tag

Fig. 3: Basic hierarchical RFID authentication protocol

The protocol starts by the tag generating two random numbers r0 and r1.
Next, it computes three points on an elliptic curve: T0, T1 and T2, and sends
them to the reader. Then, the reader responds with a random challenge c. After
receiving this value, the tag computes the response v using the challenge c and
the private keys x1 and x2. The tag first checks that the challenge is not equal
to zero in the group or the order of the point P . Next, the response is sent back
to the verifier, to prove the tag’s identity and/or being part of a group.

After having received the response v, the reader is going to perform several
checks. First, it checks the group where the tag belongs to by performing the



following computation, using its private key y2:

c−1(vY2 − y2T0 − cT2) = x2Y2

If the correct private key y2 is used (i.e., the reader belongs to the same RFID
system as the tag), the result of the computation will be equal to x2Y2. This
point on the curve is defined as the public key of group x2. If the incorrect key
is used, the output of the computation will be random (i.e., output cannot be
used to identify or track the tag or the group of tags).

Next, the reader checks the identity of the tag, using the private keys y1 and
y2. It performs the following computation:

(y−1

2
y1)T2 − T1 = x1Y1

Since the reader already checked the group x2, it knows that the key y2 was
correct. If the correct private key y1 is used (i.e., both the reader and the tag
belong to the same group x2), the output of the computation will be equal to
x1Y1. This point on the curve is defined as the public key of the tag. If the
incorrect key is used, the output of the computation will be random (i.e., the
output cannot be used to identify or track the tag or the group of tags).

Note that it is very important that the reader first checks the group of the tag,
and only then the identity. This order should not be altered. If the reader cannot
compute the public key of the group, because the reader has the incorrect private
key, it should immediately stop the verification procedure and not compute the
identity of the tag. Otherwise, the protocol would become vulnerable to a replay
attack.

To avoid timing attacks, the time needed by the reader to carry out the ver-
ification steps should be randomized. Otherwise, the outcome of the verification
procedure and even the identity of the tag depends on this verification time,
which would break the privacy properties of our scheme. For example, if the
reader searches linearly in the database of the tags’ public keys, then it takes
less time to check the correctness of the public keys which are stored in the
beginning of this database.

4.3 Extension to n Levels of Subgroups

The basic protocol can be extended to the setting where there are n − 1 levels
of subgroups. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, x1 is the identity of the tag, the group
x2 is the subgroup at the lowest level in the hierarchy, and xn the group at the
top level in the hierarchy. The protocol is shown in Fig. 4.

As in the basic protocol, the tag first generates two random numbers, and
then computes the points T0, T1, . . . , Tn. The reader then generates a random
challenge and sends it to the tag. After receiving this value, the tag computes
the response v using the challenge c and the private keys x1, x2, . . . , xn. This
response is sent back to the verifier, to prove the tag’s identity and/or being
part of a particular subgroup.



y1, . . . , yn, x1Y1, . . . , xnYn

Reader

x1, . . . , xn, Y1, . . . , Yn

Tag

r0, r1 ∈R Z

T0 = r0P

T1 = r1Y1

T2 = (r1 + x1)Y2

. . .
Tn = (r1 + x1 + . . . + xn−1)Yn

T0, T1, T2, . . . , Tn

c ∈R Z

c

v = r0 + c(r1 + x1 + x2 + . . . + xn)

v

Check Groups Tag
Check Identity Tag

Fig. 4: Extended hierarchical RFID authentication protocol

After having received the response v, the reader is going to perform several
checks. First, it checks the top-level group where the tag belongs to (xn) by
performing the following computation, using its private key yn:

c−1(vYn − ynT0 − cTn) = xnYn

If the correct private key yn is used (i.e., the reader belongs to the same RFID
system as the tag), the result of the computation will be equal to xnYn, the public
key of the group xn. If the incorrect key is used, the output of the computation
will be random (i.e., the output cannot be used to identify or track the tag or
the group of tags).

Next, the reader checks the tag’s membership to the subgroup at the second
highest layer in the hierarchy (xn−1), using the private keys yn−1 and yn:

(y−1

n yn−1)Tn − Tn−1 = xn−1Yn−1



Since the reader already checked the group xn, it knows that the private key yn

was correct. If the correct private key yn−1 is used (i.e., both the reader and the
tag belong to the same group xn), the output of the computation will be equal
to xn−1Yn−1, the public key of the group xn−1.

In the next stage, the reader checks the subgroups xn−2, . . . , x2 until the
verification is not successful. As an example, we show the equation needed to
check the membership to subgroup xn−2:

(y−1

n−1
yn−2)Tn−1 − Tn−2 = xn−2Yn−2

If the reader belongs to the subgroup x3, all these checks will be correct. If it
also belongs to subgroup x2, the reader can try to check the identity of the tag,
using the private keys y1 and y2 as follows:

(y−1

2
y1)T2 − T1 = x1Y1

Since the reader already checked the subgroup x2, it knows that the key y2 was
correct. If the correct private key y1 is used (i.e., both the reader and the tag
belong to the same subgroup x2), the output of the computation will be equal
to x1Y1, the public key of the tag.

As in the basic protocol, it is of uttermost importance that the reader first
checks the group xn, then the subgroup xn−1, etc. This order should not be al-
tered and the protocol should stop when one of these checks fail (since subgroups
at a lower level cannot be checked by that reader). Only when all the checks are
correct (because the reader has all the correct private keys), it should check the
identity of the tag. As before, the time needed by the reader to carry out the
verification steps has to be randomized to avoid timing attacks.

5 Analysis

In this section we give the security and privacy analysis of our basic scheme
(n = 2). Both proofs are related to the basic protocol of Fig. 3, but can be easily
extended to the more general case where the hierarchical group structure has
depth n (shown in Fig. 4). First, we remind to some common computational
assumptions.

5.1 Computational Assumptions

The security of ECC protocols is founded on the ECDL problem, which is defined
as follows:

Definition 1 (ECDL problem) Let E be an elliptic curve over Fq and let
P ∈ E be a point of order k i.e. ord(P ) = k. Let Q ∈ 〈P 〉 and Q = αP for
α ∈ [0, k). The problem of finding the logarithm α for given P and Q is called
the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP).



Here Fq denotes the finite field containing q elements, where q is a prime
power. In practice, commonly used finite fields are a prime field Fp or a binary
field F2n . In addition, 〈P 〉 denotes a group of points on an elliptic curve generated
by P .

Definition 2 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem) Given 3 ran-
dom multiples of P on an elliptic curve αP , βP , γP ; it is intractable to distin-
guish the case where γ = αβ or where γ has been selected at random.

In the proof of privacy of our scheme, we make use of the “extended” DDH
assumption, which we can informally define as follows:

Definition 3 (Extended DDH assumption) Given 5 random multiples of
P on an elliptic curve y1P, y2P, r1P, γ1P, γ2P ; it is intractable to distinguish the
case where γ1 = y1r1 and γ2 = y2r1 or where at least one γ has been selected at
random.

Furthermore we assume the following theorem holds:

Theorem 1. Assuming the hardness of the DDH problem, then the “extended”
DDH problem is also hard.

5.2 Security Analysis

We observe that our scheme is clearly correct as a legitimate tag is accepted with
probability 1. We can prove that it is also secure against an active adversary
by using the fact that the Schnorr scheme, as shown in Appendix A, is secure
against active impersonation attacks under the OMDL assumption. This fact was
proved in [2]. Our scheme is a modification of the Schnorr scheme. Therefore,
a relevant adversary against our scheme can be transformed into a relevant
adversary against the Schnorr scheme.

The proof is inspired on the security game defined in [2], and the security
proof given in [6]:
Security Game: Assume an adversary is able to interrogate a system of tags
via the protocol described in Fig. 3. In a first phase, the adversary pretends to
be a verifier (reader) and is allowed to communicate with all tags. In a second
phase, the adversary tries to impersonate a tag while communicating with a
genuine verifier. The adversary wins if he is accepted as genuine by this verifier.

Definition 4 (Security) A scheme is secure against active impersonation at-
tacks if any adversary is not able to win the game, except with a negligible prob-
ability.

In order to prove that our scheme is secure against active impersonation
attacks, we first define the reduced basic hierarchical RFID authentication pro-
tocol (denoted by RHP). This scheme differs from our basic scheme, defined in
Fig. 3, in the following way:



– Instead of sending the EC point T1 to the reader, the tag sends the random
number r1.

– The reader checks the identity of the tag as follows: (y−1

2
y1)T2−r1Y1 = x1Y1

Theorem 2. Assuming RHP is secure against active impersonation attacks,
then our basic scheme (Fig. 3) is secure against active impersonation attacks.

Note that sending r1 instead of T1 to the reader only affects privacy, and
does not increase the impersonation resistance of RHP compared to our basic
scheme.

Theorem 3. Assuming the Schnorr scheme, as shown in Appendix A, is secure
against active impersonation attacks, then RHP is secure against active imper-
sonation attacks.

Proof: We will prove this last theorem by contradiction. Let us assume that
there exists an active adversary A relevant against RHP, while there exists no
adversary AS relevant against the Schnorr scheme (shown in Appendix A). In
the following, we will show how to convert A into AS .

During the first phase of the attack, A interrogates a genuine tag that ex-
ecutes the Schnorr protocol. Let us assume that the private key of this tag is
equal to x2 and its public key to x2Y2. The Schnorr protocol starts by the tag
outputting T0 (denoted by T in Appendix A). We intercept T0, randomly gen-
erate r1 and x1, and compute T2 = (r1 + x1)Y2. Next, we send T0, r1, and T2 to
A. After A has sent c, the tag outputs v. We intercept this value and we send
v+c(r1 +x1) to A. Because of our interceptions, A is convinced that it executed
RHP.

During the second phase of the protocol, A tries to impersonate the tag it has
interrogated in the first phase towards a genuine reader executing the Schnorr
protocol. As before, we will intercept the communication. A starts by outputting
T ′

0
, r′

1
, and T ′

2
. We intercept these values, and only forward T ′

0
to the reader.

The latter replies with a challenge c′, which we forward to A. Next, A responds
with a value v′ for which the following holds: x2Y2 = c′−1[v′Y2 − y2T

′
0 − c′T ′

2]
and T ′

2
− r′

1
Y2 = x1Y2. We intercept v′, compute v” = v′ − c′(r′

1
+ x1) and send

v” to the reader. One can verify that the reader will accept this value v”, since
c′−1[v”Y2 − y2T

′
0
] = x2Y2. This means that we have successfully transformed A

into AS . This contradicts our assumption and the statement is proven. �

5.3 Privacy Analysis

We now explain why our scheme is narrow-strong private. In our privacy analysis,
which is inspired by [6], we will use the privacy game from [26]. In this game
there are tags, an adversary, and a blinder. The blinder sits in between tags
and the adversary, hiding the former from the latter. The model dictates that
the blinder does not know which tag it is simulating and it cannot interact with
genuine tags. For the details of the privacy game, we refer to [26]. Briefly, the
game consists of two phases:



Privacy game: Assume every tag is known to the attacker by its pseudonym.
First, the adversary is allowed to communicate with (or eavesdrop on, if he
is passive) genuine tags. After this phase, the attacker receives the map T of
pseudonyms to real IDs of all the tags. After some analysis, the adversary is
asked to output either true or false. The adversary wins the game if he outputs
true4. In the second phase, the adversary is only allowed to communicate with
the blinder, who is simulating the tags’ outputs. Again, the adversary is given
the map T and asked to output either true or false.

Definition 5 (Privacy) A scheme is private if there exists a blinder such that
no adversary has an advantage (except with negligible probability) between the
two phases of the privacy game.5

“Informally, an adversary is trivial if it makes no effective use of protocol
messages. Namely, these messages can be simulated without significantly affect-
ing the success probability of the adversary [26].” In other words, a scheme is
private if it is possible to build a simulator that is indistinguishable from gen-
uine tags. Although a narrow-strong adversary has knowledge of the secrets of
all tags, we can show that he cannot distinguish a genuine protocol run from a
simulated run in the privacy game. This shows that the adversary is not able to
link the tags’ outputs and their secrets under the “extended” DDH assumption
(defined above):

Theorem 4. Assuming the hardness of the “extended” DDH problem, the scheme
described in Fig. 3 is narrow-strong private.

Proof: In order to prove the scheme, we have to show that we can build
a simulator (blinder) that can simulate the tag’s outputs and that these simu-
lated outputs cannot be distinguished from genuine outputs by a narrow-strong
attacker.

A genuine protocol run between a tag and a reader are of the form T0 = r0P ,
T1 = r1Y1, T2 = (r1 + x1)Y2, c, and v = r0 + c(r1 + x1 + x2). A simula-
tor outputs random instances A0, A1, A2, c, α. In order to win the game, an
adversary has to distinguish these random instances from genuine instances
r0P, r1Y1, (r1+x1)Y2, c, r0+c(r1+x1+x2). This is equivalent to distinguishing be-
tween A0, A1, A

′
2 = A2−x1Y2, c, β = α−c(x1+x2) and r0P, r1Y1, r1Y2, c, r0+cr1.

Note that both A′
2

and β are as random as A2 and α respectively. Note also that
the adversary has knowledge of x1, x2 and the public parameter Y2. We will now
show that distinguishing legitimate quintets from simulated quintets is harder
than solving the “extended” DDH problem.

Given an instance y1P, y2P, r1P, γ1P, γ2P of the “extended” DDH problem,
we randomly choose the values β and c, and compute A0 = βP − cr1P . One
can now see that the quintet A0, γ1P, γ2P, c, β are equivalent to a simulation of

4 Note that there are a number of trivial adversaries, such as the one that always
outputs true.

5 This definition is sufficient to prove the privacy of a scheme in Vaudenay’s model.



a protocol transcript. If γ1 = r1y1 and γ2 = r1y2, we have βy1P = y1A0 + cγ1P

and βy2P = y2A0 + cγ2P and thus the quintet comes from a valid transcript.
Otherwise it is a random quintet because either γ1 or γ2 is random. For this rea-
son, if there exists an adversary able to distinguish between simulated protocol
runs and genuine ones, he can solve the “extended” DDH problem. �

Similarly, one can prove that an adversary with knowledge of the private key
y2 (the verifier’s private key of the group x2) is not able to learn anything about
the personal private key x1 of any tag.

6 Performance Results

Cost reduction is an important requirement when designing RFID authentication
protocols. In the hierarchical authentication protocol proposed in this paper, a
RFID tag has to carry out point multiplications, field multiplications and ad-
ditions. Of these operations, the former is by far the most complex and energy
consuming. Therefore, the number of EC multiplications has to be reduced to
a minimum. The Randomized Schnorr protocol proposed by Bringer et al. [6],
which does not include the concept of groups, requires two EC point multiplica-
tions on the tag side. Our basic hierarchical authentication protocol, described
in Fig. 3, requires three EC point multiplications. For each extra level introduced
in the group hierarchy, the number of EC point multiplications is increased by
one. So in the extended protocol shown in Fig. 4, the tag has to compute (n+1)
EC point multiplications. This makes our solutions scalable for the setting where
many hierarchical group levels need to be defined.

Although the reader has more computational resources than the RFID tag, its
resources are not inexhaustible. In the Randomized Schnorr protocol proposed
by Bringer et al., the reader has to compute three EC point multiplications. In
our basic hierarchical authentication protocol, shown in Fig. 3, the reader also
has to perform three EC point multiplications. For each extra level introduced
in the group hierarchy, the number of EC point multiplications is increased by
one. So in the extended protocol shown in Fig. 4, the reader has to compute
(n + 1) EC point multiplications.

This amount of computation is assumed feasible for RFID tags. The ad-
vantage of both approaches mentioned above is that the schemes require no
additional primitives as they use ECC-only operations. Let us for example con-
sider the ECC hardware processor of Lee et al. [22], since its architecture allows
for the execution of our protocols. Assuming ECC over a binary field F2163 , the
special curve as in [22], projective coordinates and the use of a Montgomery
ladder for point multiplication, we get the following estimates for the protocol.
We adjust the clock frequency in order to produce an acceptable performance,
which we estimate to 200 ms for 1 point multiplication. To have this latency,
a frequency of 293 kHz is required, as the arithmetic unit has a digit size of
4, resulting in a total number of 58, 678 cycles for one point multiplication. In
this way, the basic version of the protocol (with n = 2) would require 400 ms
for completion. These numbers show the feasibility of our protocols even for a



passive tag and prove the suitability of ECC-based solutions for RFID applica-
tions. The implementation details are left out due to the space limitation, but
we refer to [20] for a description of an ECC processor (described in detail in [22])
that can perform all operations required. Furthermore, the increase in storage is
linear when the depth of the hierarchical group structure (i.e. the parameter n)
is increased. In particular, for each extra level in the group hierarchy, we have
to add additional 163 × 4 bits for key storage (a scalar for a private key and a
point P (X, Y, Z) for a public key).

Table 2 gives a comparison in the number of point multiplications. These
results demonstrate that our scheme requires significantly less point multiplica-
tions (on both sides) than the trivial solution where the Randomized Schnorr
protocol is executed n times.

Table 2: Feasibility and Privacy Summary

Protocols Privacy
EC point mult.
Server Tag

n instances of Randomized Schnorr Narrow-strong 3n 2n

Our hierarch. protocol (hierarchy level n) Narrow-strong (n + 1) (n + 1)

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work the concept of RFID groups and a hierarchical authentication pro-
tocol is introduced. During its lifetime a RFID tag encounters various readers,
each of which is not necessarily supposed to learn all the details of the tag.
As a solution to this problem we propose a hierarchical authentication protocol
that allows a RFID tag to tune its identification process to the type of reader it
is communicating with. Hence, only a (designated) subset of readers can learn
the identity of a particular tag, while others can only acquire information on
the group to which the tag belongs. We also demonstrate that the concept is
extendable to multiple number of levels in the group hierarchy.

Furthermore, we prove the security against active adversaries and the privacy
properties of our protocols. More precisely, our protocols offer impersonation re-
sistance under the OMDL assumption and are narrow-strong privacy-preserving.
Using the performance results for a suitable ECC-based hardware architecture
we also demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed protocols for RFID tags.

For n levels in the group hierarchy, our protocol reduces the number of EC
point multiplications at the tag and server by respectively a factor 2 and 3,
compared to the trivial solution where n instances of an RFID authentication
protocol are carried out. The tag has to store n private keys, corresponding to
its unique identity and the subgroups where it belongs to. It remains an open
problem how to construct a hierarchical RFID authentication protocol where
each tag only has one private key. Tags belonging to the same subgroup could



have keys which are mathematically related. This relation could then be used by
an authorized reader to check the subgroup where the tag belongs to, while any
other party should not be able to verify this mathematical property or compute
the identity of the tag.
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Fig. 5: ECC-based version of the Schnorr identification scheme [25]

A ECC-based Schnorr Authentication Protocol

Many attempts to design an RFID authentication protocol which relies exclu-
sively on the use of ECC, are based on the Schnorr protocol [25], a conventional
identification scheme that offers resistance to impersonation attacks, as has been
proven by Bellare and Palacio [2]. The protocol of Schnorr is shown above. Note
that the public key X of the tag is defined slightly different than in the origi-
nal version of the protocol (xY instead of xP ), but this modification does not
change the security properties of the protocol. The scheme offers interesting se-
curity properties and can be implemented quite efficiently. However, it was not
designed to resist tracking attacks, and does not offer any privacy protection.


